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Results of 3rd Party Collection Efforts Are Poor, But Program Remains
In 2015, Congress charged the Internal Revenue Service with hiring 3rd party collection agencies to collect back taxes
from taxpayers. The results have been less than impressive. While a Kaplan Group survey showed that in general, collection agencies are successful in their efforts 17.1% of the time, the agencies the IRS spent $20 million on were only
able to recoup $6.7 million out of $920 million owed. That’s less than 1%.
This failure rate may be enough to put the government off outsourcing collection efforts. In the past, various agencies
have tried 3rd party collection agencies with similar results. When the programs didn’t prove successful-the return on
investment was poor-the programs were abandoned.

Third-Party Tax Collection Could Be Here to Stay
That doesn’t mean that the current IRS program will end in a similar fashioon. The government has had impressive
success collecting on defaulted student loans, getting 80% on the dollar according to a New York Times report. Yet,
debt collection companies spent millions on lobbying members of Congress in 2015. That lobbying effort could convince Congress to keep the IRS program going, despite the poor performance numbers.

Hire a Tax Attorney to Help with Back Taxes
Whether these private firms continue collection activities or not, it is in your best interest to consult professional help
if you owe a tax debt. The collection agencies may use harassment and other tactics to collect. However, the IRS has
tools that a private firm does not. The IRS can garnish your wages, use all or part of any tax refund to pay off the debt,
withhold Social Security checks or seize some types of property. Dodging the IRS may prove futile as well, as the government can track you down in ways a private firm cannot. Most importantly, the IRS can do all of this without a court
order!
With the help of a tax lawyer, you can slow down or stop the IRS from seizing property or assets or garnishing wages.
An experienced local attorney has the tools to stop the IRS from taking large sums of a potential tax refund to pay
back taxes. Through working with a tax attorney, you can negotiate with the IRS to reduce taxes owed or work on a
settlement or payment plan that you can afford. Further, the lawyer can help you avoid mistakes that led to your tax
problems through sound advice.

Avoid Collection Agencies By Hiring a Tax Attorney
The IRS’ new hands-off approach to collecting back taxes is likely to result in problems for middle-class, low-income
and retirement aged taxpayers. Private collection agencies could cajole ordinary citizens into entering a payment plan
that’s more than they can afford while earning a nice commission for themselves. We hope that the IRS recommends
that Congress abandon the hiring of 3rd parties to collect taxes. However, we recommend that you hire a tax professional to help with back taxes no matter who is doing the collecting.
IRS problems are unlike other things in life that may just go away on their own. To make matters worse, on-going
taxes keep coming at you while you deal with the old taxes. It doesn’t have to be this way! Remember you are entitled
to representation against the IRS’ and third-party collection agencies’ tactics and intimidation. You can start the road
back to a good night’s sleep again! Call Travis W. Watkins Tax Resolution and Accounting Firm for your FREE consultation at 800-721-7054 or visit TravisWatkins.com.
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Planning to move in 2018?
For years a common tax advantage for employees was the
workplace expense deduction. Included when a tax filer
itemized his deductions instead of taking the standard
deduction, the workplace expense category covered everything from meals eaten for business puposes/meetings to
materials bought for the job on a regular basis and still does
for 2017 filers.
With the new year under way the first threshold a filer must
meet in 2018 is exceeding the level of standard deduction.
For individuals that will now be $12,000 and for those married $24,000. If total itemized deductions add up to less, a
filer is required to use any use of the workplace expense
deduction automatically. Second, if itemized deductions are
more in total, then the workplace expenses used more in
total, then the workplace expenses used must equal more
than 2 percent of adjusted gross income reported in the tax
year. Again, failure to meet this second threshold also wipes
out the use of the deduction.
Under the 2018 tax law changes workplace expenses associated with qualified relocation and moving costs are now no
longer deductible from 2018 to 2025; active duty military
personnel under active orders are exempted from
this new restriction. Additionally, businesses expenses paid to entertain guests and similar, even if
directly related to the business, are not allowed as a workplace expense deduction anymore. New
changes have also significantly limited deducting work-related transportation expenses as well. Further
changes put a cap on what can be deducted for employee award costs as well, crimping a deduction
loophole some managers used for out-of-pocket expenses rewarding an employee. Finally, a plethora
of miscellaneous expenses have been suspended until 2026 that used to make up the 2 percent floor
deduction (legal fees for work, dues for professional associations, business liability coverage, home office costs for a job, passport fees, collective bargaining costs and quite a bit more).
So the word on the street now is, don’t guess. Given all the tax changes, the smartest move a filer can
make is to work with a certified tax preparer or licensed tax attorney when preparing tax filings in 2018.
The professional advice will be more helpful and powerful this year than it has been in a decade given
all the new changes that apply to the average private person. Call Travis W. Watkins Tax Resolution and
Accounting Firm for your FREE consultation at 800-721-7054 or visit TravisWatkins.com.

January 2018 Savings!

As we start 2018, we are please to announce that we have saved our clients
nearly $2,000,000 in the month of
January! We know the struggle that
takes place when a taxpayer is dealing
with the IRS and is underrepresented.
Let us negotiate with the IRS on your
behalf and stop the immediate threats
today! Call Travis W. Watkins Tax Resolution and Accounting Firm for your FREE
consultation at 800-721-7054 or visit
TravisWatkins.com.
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Meet Our Team
-Brianna Tipton, Case Manager

Brianna Tipton is an Attorney here at Travis W. Watkins Tax Resolution and Accounting Firm.
She graduated from Oklahoma State University in Stillwater, OK with a Bachelor’s degree in
political science. She then attended Law School at Oklahoma City University School of Law
and graduated with her Juris Doctor and a certificate in real estate law. Before joining Travis
Watkins’ firm, she spent a year working as a landman for a oil and gas broker.
When she’s not in the office, she enjoys spending time with her husband Reese, cheering on
the Oklahoma State Cowboys, and spending lots of time with family and friends.

Mike “The Situation” is in a Situation
Mike “The Situation”
Sorrentino, from the reality
TV show “Jersey Shore”, failed
to pay his full tax bill of
almost $9 million in income
between 2010 and 2012.
He also spent millions of
dollars on personal expenses
that were claimed to be for

business in 2012.
He intitially entered
a not guilty plea and faced
up to 15 years in prison.
The U.S. Attorney’s Office
informed the judge it had
struck plea agreements with
Mike. He will be sentenced
April 25 and faces up to 5

years in prison and up to
$250,000 fine. He has been
free on bail since he was
charged. During this time,
the judge did approve Mike
to travel to Florida to shoot a
“Jersey Shore” reunion.
(Right) Mike Sorrentino, also known as The Situation, arrives at the MTV Movie Awards in Culver City, CA,
on April 14, 2013. Jordan Strauss—AP

Pro Race Car Driver Charged in False Tax Returns
A
professional
race
car driver was indicted on federal
charges of failing to report millions
in income from payday lending
businesses he owned.
Scott Tucker, 55, of
Leawood, Kansas, has been charged
with making a false tax return. The
government alleges that Tucker
orchestrated a sham sale of his

company to a Native American tribe
in Oklahoma.
Tucker’s accountant, W.
Brett Chapin, of Shawnee, Kansas,
was also indicted, for aiding in the
filing of a false tax return.
According
to
court
records, Tucker signed a return
prepared by Chapin that failed to
report more than $42.5 million

in income from the payday loan
business.
Tucker’s case is still
pending, but meanwhile the
government has started to seize
some of his belongings. The Native
American Tribe has since opened
their own payday loan business on a
smaller scale.
Scott Tucker can watch a Netflix documentary about himself while he sits in prison for the next 16 years. (n.d.). Retrieved February 06, 2018,
from https://www.pitch.com/news/blog/20988284/scott-tucker-can-watch-a-netflix-documentary-about-himself-while-he-sits-in-prison-forthe-next-16-years

Offer Accepted for $50 on $1,800,000 Tax Liability!!
A recent client was going
through struggles that no one hopes
for as a business owner-a levy on
their Accounts Receivable. Instead of
receiving payments from his clients,
the funds were intercepted and paid
directly to the IRS. This was a devastating
blow financially and to the business’
reputation. To further complicate
the situation, English was his second
language and speaking with the revenue
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officer proveed to be impossible. We
were able to negotiate the release of the
levies AND successfully settled for $50
on a $1,800,000 liability!
We understant the struggle of
feeling underrepresented. Our team of
Attorneys, CPAs, and Enrolled Agents
at Travis W. Watkins Tax Resolution and
Accounting Firm is here to get your life
back on track with the IRS. We are 100%

www.TravisWatkins.com		

devoted to having you feel stress-free
with your tax issues and helping you
stay on the right path with resources for
the future. Call us today for your FREE
consultation at 800-721-7054 or
visit TravisWatkins.com.
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1-800-721-7054
THE IRS TATTLER
2837 NW 58TH ST.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112
13727 NOEL RD TOWER II
SUITE 282
DALLAS, TX 75240
1831 E. 71ST ST.
TULSA, OK 74136
3750 WEST MAIN ST.
NORMAN, OK 73072

free consultation! Call Now!

advertisement
“WE PROVIDE TROUBLED TAXPAYERS WITH A CUSTOMIZED, ACTIONABLE PLAN TO FILE OLD RETURNS, NEGOTIATE WITH
THE IRS AND STOP IMMEDIATE THREATS TO THEIR LIVELIHOOD, SO THEY CAN GET A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP AGAIN.”

trivia question:
In 2010, General Electric made over $4 billion in U.S. profits. How much did they pay in taxes?

A) $3,000,000			 B) $250,000 			C) $0
previous question/answer:
What emperor proposed a tax on beards to force men to go clean shaven?

B) Peter the Great

Deadlines:
•Feb. 12, 2018-Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax Return, File Form
941; Employer’s Annual Federal
Unemployment Tax Return, File
Form 940
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